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Yealink YHS36 Dual Wired Headset with QD to RJ Port

Product Name: Yealink YHS36 Dual Wired Headset with QD to RJ Port

Manufacturer: Yealink

Model Number: YHS36 Dual

Yealink YHS36 Dual Wired Headset with QD to RJ Port
The Yealink YHS36 is the over-the-head style headset which is made for office workers, SOHO,
or call center staff. It supports QD (Quick Disconnect) and it is compliant with the full range of
Yealink enterprise IP phones. TheYealink YHS36, available in monaural (YHS36 Mono) and
binaural (YHS36 Dual), is a professional analog wired headset to facilitate the conversations in
ways that your concentration zone and focus is easily got in and the listeningfatigue is reduced as
well. Its ergonomic design and soft leather ear cushions make YHS36 comfortable enough for
long all-day use.
Perfectly compatible with Yealink Phones
Runs right out of box, a QD to RJ9 plug-and-play setup makes the connectivity to Yealink Desk
phones. Perfect match with Yealink desk phones give you optimised audio quality and more
enhanced functions.
Noise-Canceling Microphone
The noise-canceling microphone allows for the most reduction of outside noise, so the listeners
can focus more on the desired sound at hand, the nearby talkers are protected with most call
privacy as well.
Unparallel Audio Experience
Made for calls, this headset is kitted out with wideband HD audio technology and passive noise
cancellation that ensures a richer and clearer conversations, eliminates background noises as
well.
All-day-ease
The over-the-head style, ultra-lightweight materials, and bio-mimetic protein-based leather ear
cushions are easy on your head and ears. Its ergonomic design makes YHS36 comfortable
enough for long conference calls and all day use.
Yealink YHS36 Technical Specifications
Main Features

ï¿½ Plug-and-play - RJ9 connectivity to Yealink IP Phones, including T19(P)E2/T21(P)E2/T23P/
T23G/T27G/T29G/T30/T30P/T31/T31P/T31G/T33P/T33G/T40P/T40G/T41S/
T42S/T46S/T48S/T42U/T43U/T46U/T48U/T53/T53W/T54W/T57W/T58A/ VP59/T41S SFB/T42S
SFB/T46S SFB/T48S SFB/T55A SFB/T56A SFB/T58A SFB/MP56
ï¿½ HD Voice/Wideband speaker performance
ï¿½ Noise-canceling microphone and passive noise cancellation
ï¿½ ActiveProtection technology safeguards users from acoustic injury
ï¿½ 330&deg; bendable boom arm for easy adjustment without breaking

General

ï¿½ Headset cable length: 0.9m
ï¿½ QD to RJ9 cable length: 1.2m
ï¿½ Color: Black and silver
ï¿½ Weight: YHS36 Mono: 124g/YHS36 Dual: 170g
ï¿½ Operating temperature: -10 &deg;C to +50 &deg;C

See Datasheet at the top of the page under Documents and Manuals for more information

Price: £28.40
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